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Comments

anoncitizen4 • 20 points • 7 November, 2022 02:59 PM 

Apparently they forget there was a time when women didn't get children in divorce by default.

BoTheJoV3 • 19 points • 7 November, 2022 02:55 PM 

Each and every day since 16 I've realized how bad we got it.

It def isn't patriarchy

Bionodroid • 1 point • 13 November, 2022 10:46 PM 

it definitely is. patriarchy doesn't mean men have it good, quite the opposite, it means that we are expected to
do certain things regardless of our traits or desires and that women are often held back by glass ceilings that
keep men at the top.

kiadragon • 7 points • 8 November, 2022 01:52 AM 

Thanks. I needed that laugh.

MastermindX • 11 points • 7 November, 2022 10:29 PM 

So what does the patriarchy do again? I thought it was supposed to make us privileged, but it sounds like it's
doing the opposite.

TheLWMA • 2 points • 9 November, 2022 07:00 AM 

Mental health

An issue that male advocates are trying to fix, but there's a distinct lack of funding and focus of men's mental
health due to gynocentrism. And even when there is attention to this area, the services men receive are extremely
poor in quality.

Toxic masculinity

One, this is a vague term that can be defined in many ways. Two, why exactly is it that that men are supposedly
acting toxic? Because women (in-general) reward that behavior.

Fathers rights to children

This was an issue that started by Caroline Norton, a proto-feminist. Back when society could arguably be called
a patriarchy, fathers were the ones who were rewarded custody of their children.
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